
Do The Math NFT – personalized Dub Plate Edition (Dedeukwu)
"Do The Math" song written by Symbolik, produced by C-Sol. 360 Still Motion by Symbolik

Stream Do The Math Original Mix on Audius
https://audius.co/Symbolik/do-the-math-symbolik

Your downloadable content:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1gAWUnLBf1lZqCjyXE5Oz5UTlgoQu0ZE7

The "Do The Math Personalized Dub plate Edition” is created to certify and honour contributors to 
Symbolik's Do The Math NFT project.  This mint includes personalized shout outs from the contributor
delivered by Symbolik, and a custom NFT 360 Still Motion audio visual creation.

The Do The Math NFT is the first NFT to bring the dub plate to the blockchain. The Do The Math NFT
creatively blends positive hard hitting poetic Hip Hop, with 360 Still Motion (another audiovisual style 
brought to the blockchain by Symbolik), and 360 Virtual Reality in NFTs.
With this NFT you receive a limited edition Do The Math NFT - 360StillMotion audio-visual. You also 
receive a MP3 copy of the original "Do The Math" song written by Symbolik, produced by C-Sol.
The purchase of this NFT certifies that you support innovation in the NFT and cultural space by way of
investing in Symbolik Hip Hop. This project infuses Symbolik's mastery of 360 Virtual Reality and 
digital techniques with his smooth hypnotizing flow and, by way of conscious lyrics, his deep care for 
social and societal change.

The Do The Math NFT project is the first NFT musical dub plate project. The project gives a voice to 
NFT community contributors and lets them give recognition to their movement. Select esteemed NFT 
community members were invited to submit their "shout outs". Symbolik finessed the wording and 
performed the shout outs for limited edition version mintings of the Do The Math NFT.

Thank you forsupporting the Do The Math NFT and investing in a movement of innovation, creativity 
and social awareness, via NFTs and positive creative Hip Hop.

Personalized dubplate contributors:
Vandal (DAO Records @ NxM Music Guild)
Kwame DarkMythst (Black NFT Art & African NFT Community)
Dedeukwu (CTRL ,NxM and C1 fam)
Hanifah (New World Curator)
Abi (African NFT community)
Black Dave

Who is Symbolik:
Kwame Symbolik (also known as See K Flow) has been rhyming (Hip Hop) since the 1990s when he 
contributed to what's known affectionately as the "True School" era of Hip Hop. This era of Hip Hop is 
known for a stubborn insistence on originality, creativity, profound meaningful content, and hard 
hitting Boom Bap beats. This experience was formative as to who Symbolik would become as an artist.
Symbolik is a founding member of the Symbolik Music Crew where he, along with Philie (The 
Rhyming Chef), Vandal (The Urban Camper), ManNamedWho and Shef, pioneered theatrical Hip Hop 
live performance in Toronto. Symbolik was a founding member of Cryptic Souls Crew. He wrote 
original lyrics for the song "Cryptic Souls Crew", which went on to hit musical charts on LEN's Sony 

https://audius.co/Symbolik/do-the-math-symbolik
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1gAWUnLBf1lZqCjyXE5Oz5UTlgoQu0ZE7


Music label release, "You Can't Stop the Bum Rush". Symbolik contributed to countless mixtapes, live 
shows and radio appearances.

Symbolik went on to formalize his studies in New Media Art and Interactive Media Production. 
Symbolik worked in a number of media fields including video game and web development. Symbolik 
gained a deep interest in 360 Virtual Reality creation in the mid-2010s and has been a practitioner in 
that capacity for over six years. Symbolik believes in creating digital works that converge and blend, 
while also having an impact upon the real world.

It was through these years of focusing on storytelling using 360 video and Virtual Reality that would 
later sprk the idea of using 360 footage to craft audiovisual experiences via the 360 Still Motion style 
with NFTs.

By purchasing the Do The Math NFT you are supporting a vision to elevate creativity and to shine a 
light on skillfully crafted and thoughtful Hip Hop. You are giving resources to underground poetic Hip 
Hop that is polished, accessible and in your corner.
Stream Do The Math on Audius

Do The Math Original Mix
https://audius.co/Symbolik/do-the-math-symbolik

Your downloadable content:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1gAWUnLBf1lZqCjyXE5Oz5UTlgoQu0ZE7

For any support regarding your NFT, or to build together on positive Afrofuturistic ideas please do 
reach out.

We appreciate your support and are committed to continuing to create soulful positive music and 
innovative creative work that uplifts communities. We would be nothing without you!

Symbolik and team.

Symbolik360@gmail.com
@Symbolik (Twitter)
@Symbolik360 (IG)
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